Advances in genetic sequencing and bioinformatics have made vast quantities of microbial genetic data and increasingly sophisticated analytical methods widely available for the study of infectious disease evolution, epidemiology, and transmission dynamics. The second edition of *Genetics and Evolution of Infectious Diseases*, edited by Michel Tibayrenc, brings together 27 expert reviews on a wide range of topics of interest to microbiologists, evolutionary biologists, molecular biologists, infectious disease epidemiologists, and entomologists. The scope is broad with a concentration on human pathogens but including chapters on insect vectors and fungal pathogens of plants and animals. The topics covered in the second edition are almost identical to those of the first edition published in 2011, with some minor changes to chapter titles and removal of the chapter on mechanisms of antiviral resistance. The brief introduction and 2 section titles that broadly organized the first edition of the book into "generalist" and "specialized" parts were dropped in the second edition.

The collection is loosely organized but can be roughly arranged into several broad themes. The first 3 chapters address the taxonomy of viruses and bacteria, including the virus species problem. The next 9 chapters address issues in the evolutionary biology of infectious diseases, including the co-evolution of hosts and pathogens, evolutionary responses to infectious diseases, and the evolution of antibiotic resistance. Three chapters address issues related to vectors of infectious diseases: morphometrics, the genetics of major insect vectors, and the emergence and spread of insecticide resistance. Two chapters address methodologic issues, including multilocus sequence typing, and 2 chapters address the intersection of infectious disease genomics with private industry and pharmacogenetics. The book concludes with 8 chapters devoted to human pathogens of public health importance, including the pathogens of trypanosomiasis, malaria, Chagas disease, tuberculosis, human immunodeficiency virus/AIDS, and severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) as well as methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* and avian influenza viruses. Most of these pathogen-specific chapters focus on pathogen evolution, with the exceptions of genetic exchange in trypanosomatids and an account of integrated genetic epidemiology across host, pathogen, and vector for Chagas disease.

The chapters are short, cover broad topics succinctly, and are written for a general audience in nontechnical language with sufficient background explanation. Although a vast amount of knowledge is synthesized in these 27 reviews, the collection lacks an overarching framework and structure. Absent from the second edition is an introductory chapter outlining the overall goals and organization of the book, the intended audience, the rationale for the selection of topics (eg, SARS coronavirus is of less general interest now than after publication of the first edition, particularly after outbreaks of Ebola and Zika viruses), and a brief description of what is new in the second edition. These are rapidly evolving fields and some topics may quickly become outdated, but much of the basic material presented in these reviews is unchanged from the first edition of this compilation.

Many readers will find much of interest in these brief, nontechnical reviews, and the collection of such diverse topics in a single volume encourages readers to explore subjects beyond their specific areas of research or interest. For example, this reviewer found discussion of the impact of infectious disease mortality on human reproductive strategies and societal organization in the chapter on evolutionary responses to infectious diseases, as well as the chapter on the use of microbial genetics to provide insights into human demography and migration, to be particularly fascinating. A bit more guidance, including thematic section headings with brief introductory text to highlight cross-disciplinary themes, would have been helpful.
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